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St. Ebbe’s Covid Snake 

The St. Ebbe’s Covid snake is 

nothing to worry about - just 

another way of keeping us 

connected! The idea is very simple: 

decorate a pebble and leave it 

outside of the school! Please send 

pictures if you add a pebble. 

 

Distance Learning  

Our teachers (and some of our TAs)       

are uploading more and more     

videos to our YouTube channel.     

These are accessible only via the      

link sent in the email. Please      

respect our teachers’ privacy by     

using them only at home and avoid       

sharing on social media.  

Teachers are continuing to build up      

their knowledge of how to use      

Google Classrooms. As we cannot     

be certain when schools will be back       

to normal operation, we will     

continue to train and develop new      

ways of using this platform.  
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If you haven’t yet set up your child’s        

Google Classroom account, you will     

find log in details and an      

explanatory document in your    

emails from your child’s class     

teacher. Do contact them if you are       

having issues or email    

support@123ICT.co.uk who will be    

happy to help. 

Virtual Big Dance! 

I am delighted that so many      

families have viewed the Virtual Big      

May Dance videos! I hope you are       

all busy practising at home and      

have invited other family members,     

neighbours and friends to learn it as       

well! (Sorry about the fact that the       

song is a bit of an ‘earworm’!)       

Amelie and Manon, who happen to      

be neighbours, decided to practise     

outside together. 

 

The plan is to invite families to a        

private Zoom session whereby we     

can all do the dance together. If the        

technology fails us, let’s perform it      

at 2pm on Friday 22nd May      

anyway! Please send me short video      

clips and photos of your children      

(and anyone else in the family)      

performing the dance so I can make       

a compilation video to share with      

you all. 

 

Please put 2pm on 22nd May      

in your diaries and let’s see      

how many of us we can get       

dancing at once! 

Blue Tits 

Our Blue Tit eggs have hatched and       

we have been watching with     

interest as their mummy feeds     

them. If you look closely, you can       

just about see their hungry open      

mouths! 

 

Reopening Update 

I am sorry to say that we are unable         

to give you further concrete plans      

about reopening. We were all set      

and then the DfE published an      

additional set of guidelines late last      

night, which has meant we need to       

review our plans before announcing     

them. We are in consultation with      

the Local Authority, partnership    

schools and leadership teams across     

Oxfordshire with the aim that we      

agree the best possible safety plans,      

the wellbeing of children and staff      

and secure the highest quality     

educational provision that we can. I      

know you will understand the     

substantial challenge this poses to     

schools. Thank you for your     

patience; we will be in touch as       

soon as we can.  

Support 

Remember that our teachers are on      

the end of email if you need support        

or advice and Clare Whyles and I       

can be contacted at 

leader.team@st-ebbes.oxon.sch.uk 

Message from Thames Valley    

Police 

TVP is strongly advocating for     

information on staying safe the use      

of the NCA CEOP website     

www.thinkuknow.co.uk – this   

contains links to advice for children      

at different age groups,    

parents/carers and professionals   

including teachers. 

 

mailto:support@123ICT.co.uk
http://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/
http://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/
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Spanish Lessons with Miss    

Conde 

 

A final message from me  

As time goes on and we remain       

uncertain about exactly when    

children will be able to return to       

school and under what    

circumstances, I would like to     

reiterate that there is no     

expectation from us that you should      

complete all of the learning tasks      

that are sent home. You are all in        

very different situations, with    

different family sizes, and, as some      

of you return to work this will only        

feel more challenging. Remember    

to focus primarily on reading and      

number facts or times tables.     

Everything else is a bonus. We      

set the tasks so that families can       

choose what they can and can’t      

deliver. Please keep this in mind as       

parents - you are doing brilliantly.      

We will continue to evolve what we       

send home and how it is delivered       

through the use of Google     

Classrooms and video clips and in      

line with your very valuable     

feedback. Keep the feedback    

coming as well as the photos of       

anything you’d like to see in the       

newsletter.  

Our most important school rule is      

‘Be Kind’ - please be kind to       

yourselves.  

 

Take care, 

Tina Farr and the St. Ebbe’s      

Team 

 

 

 

 


